Suspension bridges are flexible and vibration sensitive structures that exhibit complex and multi-modal vibration. Due to this, the usual vibration based methods could face a challenge when used for damage detection in these structures. This paper develops and applies a mode shape component specific damage index (DI) to detect and locate damage in a suspension bridge with pre-tensioned cables. This is important as suspension bridges are large structures and damage in them during their long service lives could easily go un-noticed. The capability of the proposed vibration based DI is demonstrated through its application to detect and locate single and multiple damages with varied locations and severity in the cables of the suspension bridge. The outcome of this research will enhance the safety and performance of these bridges which play an important role in the transport network.
Introduction
As transport infrastructure systems, particularly bridges, in many countries are rapidly aging, structural deterioration can set in. Environmental influences, changes in load characteristics and random actions [1] accelerate the structural deterioration and can cause damage leading to expensive retrofitting or bridge failure. The importance of detecting damage in these bridges at an early stage and carrying out the necessary retrofitting to prevent bridge failure is therefore obvious.
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) has emerged as an approach that can address this need. Current SHM systems are integrated with a variety of damage detection methods, which are global and local in nature. Limitations in local methods necessitate the nondestructive and global techniques for damage diagnosis. This has led to continuous development in vibration based damage detection (VBDD) methods in SHM systems. The basic principle of vibration based SHM is that the damage in a structure changes its structural properties which in turn results in changes in its vibration characteristics. A change in the vibration characteristics can hence be used to detect damage in a structure. In the context of VBDD technology, methods that use Damage Indices (DIs) are effective, inexpensive and have the ability to automate the damage assessment process [2, 3] . Many researchers have used Damage Index (DI) methods to successfully detect and locate damage in structures constructed with different material such as steel [4, 5] , composites [6] reinforced concrete [3] and timber [7] . In the literature, different vibration characteristics such as natural frequencies [8, 9] , damping ratios [10, 11] , mode shapes [12, 13] , derivatives of mode shapes [4, 14, 15] , modal flexibility [7, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and modal strain energy values [3, [24] [25] [26] have been used to developed the DIs for damage detection in various structures. A special DI based on
Poincare´ maps (which contain data for the displacements and the velocities of the structure) was proposed by Manoach and Trendafilova [27] to identify damage in rectangular plates.
Suspension bridges are increasingly used in today's infrastructure system to span large distances and are rich in architectural features and aesthetical aspects. They are large structures and their main cables may be subjected to severe corrosion and fatigue damage, which can go unnoticed. These bridges are flexible structures with low stiffness and low mass. They are vibration sensitive and exhibit complex vibration characteristics. Such vibration is multi-modal and coupled and hence it is difficult to identify the damage sensitive modes for use with the normal vibration based methods for detecting damage. Due to this reason the use of vibration based DI to assess damage in suspension bridge cables has been limited.
Among different VBDD techniques the traditional modal flexibility (MF) method is a promising method which incorporates the natural frequencies and mass normalized mode shapes. It usually requires a few of the lower order modes for detecting damage in structures and has been used by a number of researchers for locating damage in beam and plate like structures [16-18, 26, 28] . Wang et al. [19] identified that MF was a sensitive damage indicator compared with other modal indices in detecting damage in the bearings, decks and hangers of the Tsing Ma Bridge. Choi et al. [7] also used the changes in flexibility to develop a new hybrid algorithm to estimate damage severity in timber structures. Relative flexibility change (RFC) between intact and damaged states of the cable stayed bridge was studied by
Ni et al. [20] , whose RFC index was successful in locating damage in single damage scenarios in the absence of ambient effects. However difficulties were encountered in detecting and locating damage in cross girders. Moragaspitiya et al. [21] predicted the axial shortening of vertical load bearing elements of reinforced concrete buildings using the MF method. Montazer and Seyedpoor [22] developed a new damage index named as strain change based on flexibility index (SCBFI) which was used for locating multiple damage cases in truss systems and demonstrated its capability. Recently, Sung et al. [23] developed a method based on MF to detect damage in cantilever beam type structures. It was successfully applied to identify damage in a ten story building by both numerically and experimentally for single and multiple damage cases. The literature confirms that the MF method has a wide variety of applications in damage diagnosis studies but not in detecting and locating damage in the main cables of suspension bridges.
This paper develops and applies a mode shape component specific damage index (DI) that can successfully detect and locate damage in the main cables of a suspension bridge with pre-tensioned cables. These are very important components of a suspension bridge. This special VBDD method is a modified form of the traditional MF method and incorporates only a few lower order modes and their components. It is able to overcome the issues associated with the complex vibration exhibited by suspension bridges and is easy to calculate and apply. The effectiveness of the proposed DI is demonstrated under a range of damage scenarios.
To illustrate the proposed method a laboratory model of a suspension bridge with three sets of cables namely; top supporting cables (TSC), pre-tensioned reverse profiled (bottom) cables (RPC) in the vertical plane and pre-tensioned bi-concave side cables (BCSC) in the horizontal plane is considered. These cables serve different structural actions in the bridge. A FE model of this bridge was developed and validated using vibration data from the laboratory performed experiments. This was then used to examine the competency of the component specific DI under different damage scenarios involving single and multiple damages and varying damage intensities in the different cables of this rather complex bridge structure. It is shown that the proposed DI provides better and more reliable results compared to those from the traditional MF method. This paper illustrates the application of the proposed DI to a three dimensional suspension bridge model which exhibits complex vibration characteristics. Other case studies related to real suspension bridges are presented in reference [29] . The research outcomes will enable the timely retrofitting of cables to ensure the safe operation of suspension bridges in the infrastructure and optimal allocation of public resources for retrofitting and maintenance.
Vibration Based Component Specific Damage Indices
The MF method is a widely accepted technique in damage detection which associates vibration characteristics of a structure that include natural frequencies and mass normalized mode shapes. MF of a structure converges rapidly with increasing frequency and can be therefore computed using only a few lower order modes [16] . It does not require any analytical model of a structure to evaluate the flexibility and can be used with only the experimental data collected from the structure (data from experimental modal analysis (EMA) can be used directly in computing MF). However, online monitoring systems instrumented in large scale structures can only measure ambient vibration response which means mass normalized mode shape data is not available. In order to apply the MF method in large scale structures, many researchers [30] [31] [32] [33] developed various methods to calculate the MF with ambient vibration measurements with and without use of FEM. The MF method is widely used in SHM application due to its accuracy, convenient computation and ease of application [21] . The MF, F x at a location x of a structure can be written as;
(1)
Where i (i=1, 2, 3 …m) is the mode number considered and  xi is the value of the i th mode shape at x. In complex structures measured modes are less than the analytical modes available, with only a limited number of lower order modes being measured practically [20] .
In the above Eq., m and  i are the total number of modes considered and the natural frequency of the structure at mode i, respectively. When a structure is subjected to damage or deterioration, its stiffness is reduced and the flexibility is increased. This modifies its vibration characteristics. The resulting modal flexibilities of the structure are represented in Eqs. 2 and 3 respectively at the damaged and undamaged states of the structure.
Here, subscripts D and H denote the damaged and undamaged (healthy) states of the structure respectively. Eq. 4 below captures the change in MF of the structure due to damage.
In order to determine the MF at undamaged and damaged states, sensors attached to the suspension bridges can be used to collect the acceleration data and calculate  i and xi (vibration properties) by modal analysis methods such as Data Driven Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI-DATA) (described in section 3.4). In measuring vibration properties, the first state where the vibration properties are measured defines the baseline (healthy) state, whereas all subsequent measurements correspond to the damaged state.
In this study, F xD -F xH is normalized by the F xH and hence the damage index for locating damage in a structure is written as in Eq. 5. The normalized damage index (defined below) determines the relative change of modal flexibility, which detects the damage quite accurately.
In general, suspension bridges can vibrate with lateral, vertical, torsional and coupled modes [34] . It is very difficult to identify damage sensitive modes in a suspension bridge and in particular to measure the rotational coordinates of torsional and coupled modes practically.
Most damage detection methods therefore, incorporate mode shapes that include translational coordinates. Further, as the significant mode shape components can be measured in the lateral and vertical directions, this paper defines and tests two corresponding damage indices. One index is based on the structure's vertical components of mode shapes and the other is based on its lateral components of mode shapes. Eq. 5 is hence rewritten as Eqs. 6 and 7 to accommodate the proposed component specific DIs, where the subscripts V and L denote the vertical and lateral components of mode shapes, respectively. Component specific DIs based on modal flexibility have not been treated in the literature, but Li, Yang and Hu [35] have proposed the consideration of mode shape components for modal strain energy.
Since damage alters the stiffness of the structure and increases its flexibility, theoretically, peaks should appear in the damage index curves defined in Eqs. 6 and 7 corresponding to the damage location. However, each vibration mode in the suspension bridge has components in the lateral and vertical directions. The mass participating in each direction (mass participation factor) varies for the different vibration modes in the suspension bridge. The mode shape component with a higher mass participation will contribute towards the prediction of damage more accurately. It is hence worthwhile to study the competency of the DIs based on the vertical and lateral components of the different modes for detecting and locating damage in suspension bridges. This paper compares the performance of the proposed component specific DIs (defined in Eqs. 6 and. 7 above) with that of the (component specific) MF difference (defined in Eqs. 8 and 9) based on the originally developed MF method by Pandey and Biswas [16, 18] . In this study, MF difference is also calculated using both vertical and lateral components of mode shapes as shown in Eqs. 8 and 9 respectively. These equations were obtained by rewriting Eq. 4 for the two specific components of the mode shapes considered herein.
Experimental Testing of the Suspension Bridge Model
FE modelling is extensively used in damage detection studies due to the difficulty of applying a physical damage to real structures. In this paper, therefore, a validated FE model using the results of self-performed experiments on the laboratory suspension bridge model was used to simulate various damage scenarios. It was then used to obtain the vibration properties in both the damaged and undamaged states and thereby to verify the proposed damage detection methodology. Two different tests were conducted on the laboratory model, namely; static and vibration tests which were used to obtain static and dynamic behaviours respectively.
Laboratory suspension bridge model for vibration testing
The laboratory suspension bridge model used in this study was designed and constructed in the Structures Laboratory at Queensland University of Technology. It consists of two components: namely, cable bridge model and support system (as shown in Fig. 1 ). In this paper, the cable bridge model is the main focus and its vibration parameters are the major concern in experimental testing. The support system provides anchorage to the cable bridge model. Twelve aluminium specimens with two transducer specific strain gauges mounted on either side are used to measure the tension forces in the cables and are called load cells ( Fig.   2 ). In order to measure these tension forces, load cells were connected to an Electronic Data Acquisition System (eDAQ).
Experimental vibration testing
Once the calibration of load cells was completed, two experimental tests: static and vibration tests were conducted. Two bridge model cases were considered to investigate the static and dynamic behaviour of the bridge. In case 1, the bridge model was designed to have cable configuration with only TSCs and bottom pre-tensioned RPCs (in the vertical plane)
with the desired tension forces of 1400N and 300N respectively. In case 2, the bridge model was designed to have all the pre-tensioned cables including TSCs, bottom pre-tensioned 
Static test
As a precursor to the vibration test, the static test was conducted to obtain the static behaviour of the cable bridge when subjected to static loading. Test results were used to verify the bridge geometry (symmetricity). Results from the static test are not presented herein as the focus of this paper pertains to damage detection using the vibration properties of the bridge model and for want of space,
Vibration test
The use of experiments to obtain the dynamic response of civil structures is a wellestablished practice, which can be dated back to the mid twentieth century [36] . Input-Output
Modal Analysis (also known as EMA) is the traditional method of obtaining the dynamic parameters of a structure basically by measurements of the excitation and the vibration response. Even though it has been applied in different fields, applications of this technique are challenging in large structures due to their lower frequency range and complexities in excitation. Therefore, Output Only Modal Analysis (OMA) (also known as Operational
Modal Analysis) has recently gained the attention of the Engineering community. OMA is an experimental procedure to estimate the modal parameters of a structure from measurements of the vibration response only. The instrument setup used in the experiment, testing procedure and vibration test results are discussed briefly in the next few sections.
Instrument setup
Prior to vibration testing, the data acquisition system was established; which encompassed 15 single-axial PCB ® 393B05 integrated circuit piezoelectric accelerometers, positioned to measure vertical and lateral accelerations. These accelerometers were attached to each of the five bridge frames. Layout of accelerometers is illustrated in Fig. 4 . In each frame, two accelerometers measured the accelerations in the vertical direction and the third measured the accelerations in the lateral direction. Additionally, dummy accelerometers (Fig .   5 ) were installed in the lateral direction at the five bridge frames to simulate identical point mass loading on both sides of the bridge frame. The data acquisition system was operated by a National Instruments (NI) data acquisition system including NI cDAQ 9172 chassis, NI 9234 dynamic signal acquisition modules and LabVIEW signal Express software. 
Vibration testing procedure
Before vibration testing commenced, it was necessary to determine two parameters.
The first parameter is the length of time series to record the vibration data. It is necessary to ensure that the length of time series is adequate to cover complete or near complete behaviour of the structure under ambient vibration. The total length of time series should be in the range [41] of = 1000~2000 sec, where f min is the expected lowest natural frequency measured in
Hz. According to the preliminary FE modal analysis, f min is 3.5Hz. Therefore T min is 9.5 minutes (T min =2000/3.5=571.4sec). It was hence necessary to choose the minimum recording time length to be longer than 9.5 minutes. In the vibration test, the recording time was selected as 10 minutes.
The second parameter to consider is the sampling rate of measurements. Commercial software package such as ATReMIS modal analysis software recommends the sampling frequency to be at least f s =3f max , where f max is the highest natural frequency of interest. In this way, the Nyquist frequency will be at least 1.5 times f max providing some room for avoiding aliasing. The selected sampling rate herein was 2.56 kHz which is a relatively higher value.
Since the bridge model was located in the laboratory and not subjected to any ambient loading, artificial excitation was adopted. In an effort to excite the structure, two researchers provided random tapping for ten minutes and through a foam (to reduce the negative impact as the bridge model is very flexible) with respect to both time and space, at alternating frames. As random excitation is desired in OMA with respect to time, force magnitude needs to be varied while conducting the test. But the magnitude of the applied excitation force was controlled to ensure the excitation signal was within the range of the accelerometers. In order to fulfil the second requirement of OMA (random excitation in space), excitation locations were changed during testing. Fig 4 shows the excitation locations.
Dummy accelerometers
Before conducting any tests, the twelve load cells were checked carefully and the turnbuckles attached to the cables were adjusted to obtain the required tension forces. Load cell readings were automatically recorded by eDAQ while conducting the experiments to check any tension losses during testing. All the acceleration data was captured in the time domain and was transferred to the ARTeMIS modal analysis software to obtain the modal parameters.
Vibration test results
The natural frequencies and mode shapes were determined by SSI-DATA (UPC) in (Table 3 and Table 4 ) and the graphical representation of the mode shapes will be presented and compared with the corresponding numerical results in the next section on FE model validation.
Validation of the FE Model of the Laboratory Bridge Structure
The numerical model was developed to represent the actual laboratory structure as close as possible. It was hence necessary to replicate all the geometric features of this complex structure precisely. To achieve this, the commercial finite element analysis software package ANSYS Workbench [42] which is facilitated with graphical user interface for developing complex models as multibody parts, was used.
Geometry of the laboratory bridge structure
The geometry of the laboratory bridge structure was modelled in the DesignModeler module of ANSYS Workbench. It was modelled as a three dimensional FE model with three parts namely; bridge (nine transverse bridge frames and cables), deck and end supports. As mentioned before, all the bridge members were aluminium except the thread rods and cables which were stainless steel. Member sizes used for the FE modelling of the laboratory bridge structure are presented in Table 1 and the corresponding material characteristics are given in Table 2 . 
Vibration analysis of laboratory bridge structure
Geometry of the cable bridge was created in the DesignModeler module and transferred into the Mechanical module of the ANSYS Workbench for analysis. In the Mechanical module, correct material characteristics were assigned to each element of the bridge and point masses each of 0.132Kg (weight of accelerometers + weight of aluminium equal angle) were added to the bridge frames at the locations where accelerometers were attached. Since the accelerometers were attached to the bridge while carrying out vibration testing, these point masses were added to the FE model for the vibration analysis.
All the elements of the bridge were modelled as beam and link elements except the end supports. BEAM188 element type was used to simulate bridge frames and deck elements, while the end supports were modelled using SHELL181 element type. All cables associated in this bridge model were very thin cables having very small bending stiffness. Therefore these cables were simulated by LINK180 element with tension only option.
In the FE model, connectivity of the cables and cable plugs in bridge frames were modelled as rigid connections as there was no allowance for the cables to rotate or displace at those locations in the cable bridge model. In the nine transverse bridge frames, all the members were considered as rigidly connected together at the intersection locations.
A Pre-stressed Modal Analysis was conducted to obtain the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the bridge FE model. Towards this end, initially, a nonlinear static analysis with large deflection option was conducted to obtain the stress stiffening matrix caused by the internal forces due to the dead loads acting on the bridge. Later, the modal analysis was performed on the basis of the deformed equilibrium configuration of the bridge to obtain the natural frequencies and mode shapes.
In the experiments, vibration tests were conducted for the two bridge model cases. FE models for each test case were developed and a comparison of results with those obtained experimentally is presented in the next section.
Vibration test data and validation of the FE model
To 
Damage Detection in Cables using Vibration Based Damage Indices
In this study the main objective is to evaluate the competency of the component specific DIs to detect damage in the three different types of cables which play different roles in the bridge. The FE model validated in the previous section of this paper is considered as the undamaged baseline model for VBDD application. Ten damage cases were introduced in the FE model to synthesize the various damage scenarios. It includes two different damage scenarios namely; single damage scenarios and multiple damage scenarios in cables. This study was based on numerical simulation data, and therefore closely spaced mode shape data was used to plot the damage index curves. However, in real practice limited numbers of sensors are used to measure the acceleration data, and hence mode shape reconstruction techniques such as cubic spline interpolation can be used to refine the mode shapes [7] . There were three sets of cables (TSC, RPC and BCSC) in the suspension bridge and the two cables in each set are named using subscripts 1 and 2 which refer to cable 1 and cable 2.
For example, TSC1 refers to top supporting cable1.
Damage Scenarios
Damage in FE models can be simulated by changing the Young's modulus or changing the cross section area or removing elements at damage location. This study simulated damage in the cables by reducing Young's modulus of the specified elements. Table 5 below presents the details of the damage cases considered in this study. In this Table, X is measured along the span of the bridge starting from the right hand end support (Fig. 1 ). In single damage scenarios, 20% stiffness reduction of the cable were considered, while 10% and 20% stiffness reduction in two different locations of the cable were considered to cater for multiple damage scenarios. In real situations damage severity of cables had reached 30% [43] and therefore the damage severities (10% and 20%) considered in this study are reasonable. Moreover, the length of the damage simulated was small and ranged from 5% to 10% of the total cable length.
Damage detection without noise in modal data
Damage detection results for each damage case considered are illustrated below.
Results include plots of damage indices (DI V and DI L ) and plots of MF difference (MFD V and MFD L ) in both damaged and undamaged cables. True damage location is indicated with red dotted lines.
Single Damage Scenarios
Seven damage cases were examined to study the damage locating capability of the component specific DIs and MF difference by using vertical and lateral components of mode shapes. are shown in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 8 (a) , the DI V for the damaged cable (TSC 1) reaches its maximum value at the nodes of the damaged location and no significant change can be observed in the DI V curve for the undamaged cable (TSC 2). In Fig. 8 (b) , the DI L curves
show maximum values at the damaged location in both damaged and undamaged cables and hence the results are unreliable and unable to identify the damaged cable. Similar trends can be observed in the MFD V and MFD L plots in Fig. 8 (c) and (d) respectively. In this damage case both DI V and MFD V which use the vertical components of the mode shapes, are able to detect the damage successfully at the middle of the cable, and confirm the actual location of the damage.
Further, DI V curves plotted using the first three and first five modes for the damaged cable (TSC 1) are illustrated in Fig. 8 (e) . It is evident that these two plots have very small deviations and demonstrate that the influence of higher order modes beyond mode 3 is very small. The 8.1% validation error in the fourth mode (in bridge model case 2) will therefore not contribute much to the damage detection results. The DIs for all other damage cases were hence plotted using the first five mode shapes and natural frequencies. 
Multiple Damage Scenarios
Three damage cases are examined to study the damage locating capability of component specific DIs and MF difference calculated using vertical and lateral components of mode shapes. have peaks at the damaged locations hence they give incorrect predictions. In this damage case, 20% and 10% stiffness reductions are simulated at mid and quarter spans of the pre-tensioned RPC1. Results are shown in Fig. 15 from which it is evident that that DI V for RPC1 and RPC 2 has peaks at the damage locations of RPC1 while DI L for these two cables gives inconsistent predictions. The last damage cases studied under the multiple damage scenarios are with 20% and 10% stiffness reductions in the pre-tensioned BCSC1 in the horizontal plane at different locations and the results are shown in Fig. 16 . The results verify that DI V is competent to detect and locate multiple damages in the pre-tensioned BCSC of a suspension bridge structure. In all further evaluations, only the damage index DI V will be used. 
Damage detection with noise in modal data
In reality, measured vibration responses are associated with uncertainties such as measurement noise and computational errors in modal frequencies and mode shapes, respectively [44] . It is therefore necessary to examine the performance of the two component specific DIs in the presence of noise in the modal data. In this study, vibration responses are generated using a validated FE model and there is no noise associated with numerical simulations. As the measurement noise associated with frequencies is very low, 5% random noise is introduced to mode shapes generated from the FE model. Few selected damage cases were examined under the noisy modal data. The contaminated signal for mode shape can be represented as [45] ;
Where ̅̅̅̅ and are mode shape components of the i th mode at location x with and without noise, respectively; is a random number with a mean equal to zero and a variance equals to 1; refers to the random noise level considered and , is the largest component in the i th mode shape.
Figs. 17 to 20 illustrate the results for locating damage using DI V with and without noise under damage cases DC1, DC2, DC3 and DC8 respectively. The DI V plots under noisy modal data, for the damage cases considered have similar features as observed earlier for
noise free condition. They have clear peaks at the damage locations in both single and multiple damage cases. This shows that DI V using the vertical components of the vibration modes performs well for locating damage even in the presence of 5% noise in the mode shape data.
The results in this section confirm that the proposed component specific DI V is capable of detecting and locating damage in all three types of cables in the suspension bridge structure. 
Further Evaluation of Vertical Damage Index (DI V )
Suspension bridge cables are encased in cable protection systems and damage due to corrosion in them are not visible during bridge inspection until the damage become more severe. Therefore, in the previous sections, performance of the proposed DI V was evaluated for a small damage severity of (20%) across the length of the cable ranging from 5% to 10% of its total length. In this section, the effectiveness of DI V is evaluated for much smaller damaged lengths of cables. Two damage cases with 20% and 10% stiffness reductions at mid span and quarter span were considered in the TSC1 across 0.09m which is 2% of the total cable length. Fig. 21 illustrates the performance of DI V and it is evident that in both cases, damage was detected successfully. The DI V was further evaluated for both damage severities at mid span of the same cable, but across a smaller damage length of 1%. Fig. 22 illustrates the damage detection results. The DI V curves corresponding to both damage severities predict the damage zone reasonably well, even though the peaks are somewhat indistinct. These results show that even though the efficiency of the proposed damage index DI V seems to reduce with a reduction in the damage length, useful results can be obtained even when the damage length is as small as 1% of the total cable length. Further evaluation of DI V was carried out to test its capability when modal data can only be obtained from a limited no of sensors. As it was not possible to damage the physical model of the bridge, this study was conducted using simulations. Two damage severities of 20% and 10% (i) at mid span and (ii) at quarter span of the TSC1 across a cable length of 0.09m (2% of total cable length) were considered. For this case, the mode shape data from the simulations was obtained only at the locations corresponding to the 5 sensor locations (Fig. 4) used in the experiments. To deal with this problem (under these circumstances), some form of data interpolation would need to be used and this paper presents two ways to do this.
In the first approach, 5 DI V data points were calculated (directly from 5 mode shape data points) and then fitted with the cubic spline interpolation to produce the (complete) DI V curve as reported in Figure 23 . In the second way, cubic spline interpolation was first applied on 5 mode shape data points to expand it into a (complete) mode shape dataset before this dataset was used to calculate the DI V curve as plotted in Figure 24 . Note that the second method was also known as mode shape reconstruction using cubic spline interpolation (see for example [46] ) which simply means reconstructing the full mode shape curve from a limited number of 
Conclusion
Suspension bridges play an important role in the transport network of a city. These are large structure and damage in them can go unnoticed during their long service lives. It is therefore necessary to develop a method to detect damage at an early stage in these structures so that appropriate retrofitting can be carried out to prevent bridge failure.
Though vibration based methods have been used in detecting damage in some structures, they pose some difficulties with suspension bridges. These bridges are slender structures which exhibit complex vibration modes which are difficult to capture and use with the VBDD methods. This paper proposes a mode shape component specific damage index (DI) that can successfully detect and locate damage in the main cables and of a suspension bridge. This DI incorporates only a few lower order modes and is a variation of the traditional MF method. It's effectiveness to detect and locate damage in the cables of a suspension bridge is demonstrated through a number of illustrations. stiffness reductions across 1% -10% cable lengths were treated.
 It was shown that DI V can successfully detect and locate damage even in the presence of 5% measurement noise in mode shape data for the all damage scenarios considered.
 Damage detection capability of DI V with limited modal data was also shown. It was evident that DI V can accurately detect damage with 10% to 20% of stiffness reductions across 2% of cable length, when modal data from a limited number of locations is used.
 The contribution of higher order modes to the damage detection ability of the proposed DI was small and reasonably accurate damage detection results can be obtained using only the first three modes of vibration (with the proposed DI).
 Due to the higher modal mass distribution in the vertical direction of this bridge, DI V showed better performance in damage detection. This is also evidenced by the fact that the dominant vibration in this suspension bridge model was in the vertical direction, and therefore, DI V showed better performance in damage detection in the cables of this suspension bridge.
Overall, the applicability of a component specific DI for detecting and locating damage in the different cables of this rather complex suspension bridge structure with pre-tensioned cables has been demonstrated. The findings of this study can be used to detect damage in the main cables of suspension bridges to enhance their life spans.
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